Introduction
As W. Mark and the subsequent researchen pointed out in the vision of ubiquitous computing (UbiComp) [ l ] [ 2 ] , there are trend in the environment of potentially lots of embedded and mobile devices (or software artifacts) interacting to support user-centered goals and activity. At the same time, as the diffusion of wireless connections in home and ofice .computing environments along with the proliferation of portable devices, the provisioning of service has new scenarios. So bow to seamlessly and unobtrusively deliver location-dependent services and applications to its occupants or mobile users has become an interesting research topic We are still interested in exploring the application of pervasive computing. We have implemented Smart Classroom Project, a testbed for Smart Spaces, a research bmnch of UbiComp, which takes us last four years. Currently, we can launch and run our Smart Classroom, just as the demo video in our website [SI shows. In the previous work, we don't consider the adoption of wireless and handhold devices taken by mobile user. However, with the development of computing and network technology, the portable 0-7803-786C2/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE computing devices will be proliferated. So we are aware that it is very interesting and useful if mobile user can use mobile device to easily and unobtrusively get service from the environment (Smart Spaces). This leads to another project called Intelligent Meeting Room. As the names allude, SCR is designed for a teacher to give his class, and IMR is designed for several users to organize a meeting.
The rest of this paper is organized as the following: section 2 introduces the functions of Smart Classroom; section 3 explains the Intelligent Meeting Room; section 4 describes their software infrastructure of SCR and IMR -Smart Platform; and the final section ends with the conclusion and our future work. . In it, a real classroom is hmed into a natural userinterface of the Web-based tele-education software for the teacher, where he/she can move freely around and use the conventional Proceedings of the Second Intetnatiooal Conference on Machine Learning and Cybernetics, Wan, 2-5 November 2003 teaching metaphors that he/she is familiar with to give instructions to remote students, thus avoiding the metaphor of working with a desktop computer as in many of the present real-time teaching systems. Since the teacher is in a real classroom environment, local students can be accommodated at the same time. In this way, the teacher can give classes simultaneously to local and remote students, which requires smaller workforce than does the separate operation of on-campus education and tele-education. Furthermore, the course of the lecture is recorded as a hypermedia courseware for playback after class. In Smart Classroom, the teacher no longer need to remain stationary in front of a desktop computer and to complete most of common tasks happened in a class, the teacher do not need to use keyboard and mouse. To achieve this goal, the following technologies are developed and integrated in this Smart Classroom.
Smart Classroom

Various Services
1)
Pen-based UI. The Mediahoardl'o' is displayed on a touchsensitive screen (which is actually a cohercial product called SmartBoard). Teacher can control the display of the prepared slides directly on the board. Moreover, using the provided pens and erasers, teacher can write comments or scribble on the slides or wipe the strokes, as illustrated in Fig 2 (a) .
2) Laser Pointer Trackine. We also imdemented a conmuter displayed on the Studentboard into the Smart Classroom to impersonate the classroom against the teacher, as illustrated in Fig.  2 
4)
Biometric Character Based Login Process. In desktopbased teaching systems, teacher should enter his ID and Password to login the system. In Smart Classroom, we use a combination of face-recognition and speaker-verification technology to automatically identify the teacher. As the teacher enters the Smart Classroom, he first should show up in front of a mirror (behind which a camera to capture the teacher's face is installed) and speak out his name, if both the face-recognition and speaker-verification are passed, the Virtual Assistant will greet him, indicating the Smart Classroom is now ready to serve him.
Smart Cameraman Service
When take a class in a real classroom, the students will change the focus of their sights as the context of class changes. For example, when the teacher are writing a formula on the blackboard, the students will focus their sight on the formula, while when the teacher is showing a model on his hand, the students will focus their sight on the model. However, in most of current systems, the students can only get the teacher-side video with a fixed scene no mater how the context of the class changes, which significantly decreases the eficiency of learning. To overcome this problem, a facility called Smart Cameraman vision module which can track the spot of the laser pointer on either Mediaboard or Studentboard'. This way the teacher can drive the cursor or select an object on either board with a laser pointer, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) .
3 is introduced into Smart Classroom, which can distinguish among several different kinds of context of a class through observing some clues in the classroom and then select a camera with proper scene according the context from an array of available cameras in the classroom as the source of the video broadcast to remote students. Currently, this module can successfully distinguish the following kinds of context: 1) Teacher Writing on Mediahoard, where the teacher is writing comments or scribbling on the Mediaboard. In this case, the camera which focuses on the Mediaboard will be selected, as shown in Fig 3 (a) .
2) Teacher Show a Model, where the teacher is holding a model on his band. In this case, the camera which follows the teacher's hand will be selected, as shown in Fig 3 (b) .
3) Others for all other sitnations. In this case, the camera Iwk over the whole classroom will be selected, as shown in Fig 3 The cues used by the Smart Cameraman to estimate the current context includes the output of a Person-Tracking module which track the position of the teacher, a Gesture-Recognition module which can decide whether the teacher is holding something in his hand and the software state of the Mediaboard module. In a red meeting room, there are lots of activities and event.
For better understanding the functions of the:meeting room, we interviewed 18 volunteers (including six professors, six graduate students and six undergraduate students) and asked them to describe what an intelligent meeting room should take on. After study and analysis of their answers, we think there are four key services: (1) The presenter can easily project and control his presentation. To ensure a fluent meeting, the switching time should be as small as possible when the floor is changed from presenter A to B. (2) The audiences can take notes conveniently. For instance, when the presenter explains his 9th slide, an audience wants to take notes and write down a question. What the audience needs to do is write down the notes and the question. All other context information, such as presenter's name, presentation's "pic and current page number, can be added automatically. (3) The audiences can ask questions conveniently after one presenter finishes his presentation. For example, if an audience haves a question on presenter's 9th slide, which has been written down in his notes, the system can automatically tum the presenter's presentation to 9th slide and show the question on the slide. (4) The system can automatically create a live meeting record after the meeting ends. The record includes when and where the meeting is organized, the participant's number and name, the presenter'snumber, name and order. In addition, the system also can automatically create notes for every participant respectively.
FigA provides an overlooking scenario of the Intelligent Meeting Room. 
Personalizing the shared device
In the Intelligent Meeting Room [SI, projector is a key public shared device to show the mobile user's presentation. Presenters take tums using the projector to show their presentations on the wall. Observations of our colleagues showed considerable time. sometimes several minutes, was spent searching for presentations stored on their mobile device. This resulted in awkward moments while presents searched for their files, significantly breaking up meeting flow, particularly in meetings with multiple presenters. If the interface of using projector is end-user customized, the interaction will be friendlier, more efficient and more capable. Broadly speaking, there key requirements any system for personalizing shared devices must address: (I) identifying users, (2) learning and remembering things about users, and (3) creating a personalized interface for operating the device. AAer knowing the active presenter, and combining the knowledge of his recent file activity, our Intelligent Meeting Room creates his "best pick" interface so that the presenter can easily choose his wanted presentation rile. In fig 5, the interface displays most currently presentation files, so Prof. Shi can directly choose one file to give her presentation. In fact, the current file list in "best pick" interface is delivered hy an agent named Data Accessing Agent, existing in every mobile device taken by participant. The agent also controls the access to file after the presenter chooses a presentation tile.
Services based on contextual information
The use of contextual information can improve the efficiency of interaction. In a meeting room, there are lots of contextual information, such as who is the active presenter, what topic is the current presentation about, which slide is being explained, and etc. For the audience with mobile handheld device, taking note could greatly benefit from being context aware.
ConNote is a context-aware note program to lessen the burden of taking note. By using this program, an audience only needs to write down the instantaneous ideas about the presentation when he takes note. And other information about these ideas, such as which slide of whose presentation does one of these idea have related with, is automatically added into his note. ConQuiz is another contextaware program, which help the audience to ask question to the presenter. When an audience writes down a question, system automatically records the contextual information at that time. So at the phase of quiz, when the audience gives his question, the system will hun the Presentation to exact page corresponding to the question according to the recorded contextual information. Fig 6 shows 2) Although carefully designed and developed, many perceptual interface modules are still prone to runtime errors or exceptions, rendering it necessary to restart them every now and then, especially during the course of a joint-debugging. A loosecoupled system is therefore essential not only for the efficiency of system development, hut also to ensure the runtime error-resilience of the system.
3) Many modules need to exchange real-time data at constant rate. In other words, they exhibit characteristics of stream-oriented communications. For instance, the LaserZCursor module needs to send the updated cursor position to the MediaFJoard module IO times per second. In such cases, the communication latency and its variation become a matter of serious concern. 4) Developers of various component technologies of a Smart Space are not necessarily experts in distributed computing. For them, a simple system structure and development interface is preferred to a sophisticated one.
The following sections shall introduce the features of the Smart Platform. During the presentation, we will put emphasis on how the above mentioned issues are addressed in the design of the Smart Platform. In the Smart Platform, each module is modeled as an agent that has its own goal and cooperates with others through an inter-agent language. An agent encapsulates not only its state and behavior but also the logic for activating its behavior, and inter-agent communication is carried out on a relatively high level, usually the intention level. These features are suitable for the construction of a system where diversified component technologies are involved as in the Smart Classroom.
Architecture and Runtime Structure
The architecture of the Smart Platform is illustrated in Fig 7 (a) .
Between the bonom OSiiietwork layer and the upper application layer are the communication layer and the coordination layer. The former is used to enhance the QoS of the underlying network layer, whereas the latter enables the agents to collaborate in a structured and coherent manner to achieve the overall goal of the system. In addition, there is a vertical runtime environment management mechanism in charge of tasks such as agent registry, agent life-cycle managing and so on.
The runtime structure of the Smart Platform is two-layered, as shown in Fig 7 (b) . Each computer in the system hosts a component called the Container which provides a local runtime environment for agents on the same host. Globally, a component called the DS (Directory Service) is responsible for the registration of agents, the dispatching of messages and system management.
On startup, agents connect to the local Container on a predefmed local socket, while the container and the DS estahlishes connection with a self-discovery mechanism based on IP-multicast.
More specifically, the DS always listens on a multicast address; the Container sends a "Hello" message to this address in order to fmd the DS who will in tum advertise its IP address and port for the connection with the Container.
The two-layer structure has two significant advantages: resilience to transient network failures and zero system configurations. When the network connection is recovered from a transient failure (but the failure is long enough for the TCP connection to timeout), only the Container is required to renegotiates the connection with the DS, and local agents can resume without the awareness of what has happened. In addition, due to the automatic DS-Container negotiation mechanism, developers or users need not to configure any components of the system to tell them where others reside.
Inter-Agent Communication
The Smart Platform uses a message group based puhlish-andsubscribe model to coordinate the communication between agents. Each agent can publish messages or subscribe to any message group. If a publisher or subscriber designates an unknown message group, the system creates one immediately. Therefore the agents do not need to start up in a rigid relative order. If a message is published to a group, it will be fonvarded to all its subscribers by invoking a callback function on the receiving side. It is with this coordination model that a loose-coupled system is achieved. First, an agent need not have any prior knowledge of where other agents are located nor their names; it only has to make sure that if is working with the right message group and all the message routing will be taken care of by Proceedmp of the Second International Conference on Machine Learning and Cybernetics, Xi", 2-5 November 2003 the DS. Second, the agents mmmunicate in an asynchronous and non-blocking way, which restricts the spreading of failures and reduces the effort of system recovery after an agent fails.
Two kinds of message groups are available: the messageLing GUO, Yanhua MAO and etc.
oriented and the stream-oriented. While the former is used for communications without tight temporal constraints, the latter is for the transmission of data that are sensitive to transmission delay and the variation of the delay as mentioned above. For the messageoriented goup, the message is transferred along the AgentContainer-DS-Container-Agent path, where the DS functions as the [31 Patrik Werle, Fredrik and ,,A Ubiquitous dispatcher and replicator of the message. For the stream-oriented messaging service, the DS assigns to each streaming group an IPmulticast address, and the data shall be transferred on this address using the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP). This peer-to-peer communication style effectively reduces the delay in transmission. The adoption of RTF' protocol, together with the associated buffering scheme on the receiver's side, smooths the variation in message delivery latency. Furthermore, the IP-multicast ensures that subscribers of the same group receive the messages simultaneo+ly.
The message format of the Smart Platform conforms to the XML standard both on the agent level and the wire-protocol level.
With the extensible nature of XML, developers can add more descriptive fields to their messages whenever necessary without disturbing existent agents that only understand old versions of messages. The X M L based wire-protocol, on the other hand, will lend itself to the interoperation with other systems in the future.
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[7] it also stores user's ID information and has two buttons, like left and right buttons in mouse. When it works, it will periodically send ID information. By this way, OUT Intelligent Meeting Room can deduce who is the active presenter. When the buttons is pressed, it also notifies the corresponding events to the system. Fusing these events and information from LaserZCursor module, the Intelligent Meeting Room can deduce the active presenter's action.
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